A 45-year-old man was noted with an iris lesion in his right eye during the regular eye exam in March 2013. Slit lamp examination revealed a 3 mm × 3 mm bulging mass located at 9 o’clock behind iris and protruding into temporal angle (Figure 1). There was no ectropion uvea or corectopia. Gonioscopy showed temporal iris bulging and obscuring the view of angle approximately 1.5 clock hours. Ciliary body was normal in size and structure. Ultrasound biomicroscopy (UBM) revealed a cystic lesion at 9 o’clock causing anterior bulging of iris (Figure 2). No associated solid mass was noted. All of other eye examinations were within normal limits, including the vision, intraocular pressure, cornea, lens, and posterior segment. Nothing particular was found in the last eye checkup one and a half year ago. No trauma history was reported between these two eye checkups. Unilateral primary iris cyst was diagnosed clinically. Phase-sensitive optical coherence tomography (PhS-OCT) (1) was then used to measure the trabecular meshwork (TM) motion near the iris lesion with closed angle. The setting, data acquisition and processing of PhS-OCT have been previously described (2). Quantitative measurements of the TM motion were clearly visible between the closed angle region and the open angle region of the same eye (Figure 3).

Iris cyst is usually a silent pathological finding unless it causes some inflammatory reaction in the anterior chamber or blocks the aqueous outflow resulting in subsequent glaucoma. It can be classified as primary and secondary iris cyst according to its etiology. Primary iris cyst is the one without recognizable etiology and usually involving the posterior pigment epithelium of the iris. Secondary iris cyst always has a recognizable etiology, such as penetrating trauma, surgery, metastasis, or chronic use of miotics. Iris cyst is difficult to detect because of its hidden location. Slit-lamp examination, gonioscopy, UBM, and anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) are all the means that can be used to detect the lesions around anterior segment of the eye. Slit-lamp examination can clearly visualize the iris lesion located in front of the iris. Gonioscopy is used to evaluate the lesion located at the angle. Until early 1990s (3,4), UBM was introduced for the evaluation of anterior segment and especially the part behind the iris. Patients are examined in the supine position.
with the eye immersed in saline solution by using an eyecup. After the report of Izatt et al. in 1994 (5), AS-OCT becomes a more popular imaging system which is noninvasive and able to image the patient with an upright position (6,7). PhS-OCT first reported by Wang et al. in 2007 (1) was then utilized to image the anterior segment in the eye (2), that permits in vivo characterization of TM tissue movement with a nanometer level of sensitivity. It is found the relationship between pulsatile TM tissue motion and cardiac pulse. In this case, we could see the frequency of TM motion is with the same rhythm of the patient’s peripheral pulse. Its amplitude on the closed angle region shows significant smaller than the open angle region (Figure 3). PhS-OCT can be a very useful tool for the diagnosis and follow-up of many ocular diseases surrounding iridocorneal angle.
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